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Abstract:
The Biology of the Cell Surface (1939a) by Ernest Everett Just is focused on marine egg cells
and egg cell surfaces. By studying egg cells, and cell surface mediated co-operation with
sperm and environment, E. E. Just advanced egg cell fertilization and developmental biology,
including embryo morphogenesis, ecological developmental (eco-devo) biology, and theory
of evolution. According to Just, from cells to humans, development and evolution require cooperative behavior. In developmental biology, Just observed that co-operative behavior is
essential to animal development from a single egg cell. In evolutionary biology, Just reasoned
that co-operative behavior is essential to evolution from our common unicellular ancestor.
And in evolutionary bioethics, Just tied evolutionary biology to evolutionary ethics by
reference to evolution from a common unicellular ancestor with cell surface mediated cooperative interactions with the environment. In accordance with the “law of environmental
dependence,” evolutionary bioethics must also be environmental bioethics. Even though E. E.
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Just may have overestimated cell surface influences, he correctly estimated the developmental
potence and the evolutionary potence of the whole living cell interacting co-operatively with
its life-inspiring environment.
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The idea of linking evolutionary biology to evolutionary ethics by reference to evolution from
a common unicellular ancestor with cell surface mediated co-operative interactions with the
environment was advanced in The Biology of the Cell Surface (1939a) by Ernest Everett Just
(1883-1941).
For a book on “the biology of the cell surface” to have on its title page Goethe's Latin—Natur
hat weder Kern Noch Schale, Alles ist sie sie mit einemmale (Nature has neither core nor shell,
It is everything at once) signals that the cell surface is not a “mere protective and nutritive
shell” (Just 1939a: 8). More than a mere inert shell, ectoplasmic behavior indicates that the
ectoplasm is a “living part of the living system” (Just 1939a: 71; 78, 103, 104, 123), that “the
cell-surface is living ectoplasm, continuous with the remainder of the protoplasm” (Just 1939a:
142; 146). Rather than life residing in either core or shell, E. E. Just held that life is “not
confined to nucleus only and certainly not to constituent genes,” and not confined to
ectoplasm alone. Instead, for cells, the “state of being alive” is about integrating “the whole of
the protoplasmic system taken as a unit” interacting with environment (Just 1939a: 363).
Throughout Biology of the Cell Surface (1939a), “neither core nor shell …” is a fundamental
principle.
In practice, however, E. E. Just’s light microscope allowed seeing shell events, such as the
“clearly visible” “propagation of the effect of sperm-attachment over the surface of the egg”
(Just 1939a: 116) and “cell cleavage,” but not core events invisible to light microscopes, such
as DNA replication. By observing clearly visible ectoplasmic events, “we witness the
expression of activities that set apart the living thing from the non-living, that mark how life
maintains itself ever in harmonious tempo with the ceaseless changes in its surroundings”
(Just 1939a: 103), and we see “manifestations of the state of being alive” (Just 1939a: 104).
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Given the “observation selection effect” (Bostrom 2002) of viewing shell-not-core via light
microscopes, E. E. Just’s observation-based “theory of the ectoplasm” (1939a: 365-369)
included corresponding overestimates of ectoplasmic influences.
Examples of overestimating shell influences (relative to core and whole unit influences)
include the following:
“For animal cells, generally, we must seek the cause of cell-division in ectoplasmic activity”
(Just 1939a: 285).
“My fundamental thesis is that all the differences, i.e., differentiation, that appear during
development, rest upon cytoplasmic reactions” (Just 1939a: 326).
“… it is this potency in the cytoplasm which determines the future growth and differentiation
of the egg to that moment …” (Just 1939a: 329).
“Ectoplasmic behavior” is “so far the only visible manifestation of the cause of the
differentiation of development which takes place during cleavage” (Just 1939a: 339).
[Italics added to emphasize estimates corresponding to light microscope limits.]
Ectoplasmic changes always “come first” and “the magnitude of the ectoplasmic changes
determines that of the nuclear” (Just 1939a: 340).
“… in ectoplasmic behavior lies the cause of the behavior of the chromosomes” (Just 1939a:
352).
“Thus all forms of behavior by which we recognize that a thing is alive express themselves in
response to the environment in the activity either of the ectoplasm itself—as in unicellular
organisms—or of structures which are rich in ectoplasm” (Just 1939a: 360).
“Then species arose through changes in the structure and behavior of the ectoplasm” and we
must seek “the cause of evolution” in “the differentiation of ectoplasm from the groundsubstance” (Just 1939a: 361).
Nevertheless, overestimates or not, during the 1920s and 1930s E. E. Just became the
internationally acknowledged authority on marine egg cell fertilization by describing blocks
to polyspermy, cell cleavage and early embryo development (Just 1919a, 1919b, 1919c, 1920,
1921, 1922a, 1922b, 1922c, 1932, 1933, 1937, 1939a), and by teaching (first MBL
researchers, then others) Basic Methods for Experiments on Eggs of Marine Animals
(Just 1939b).
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Any Living Thing and Environment
In The Biology of the Cell Surface (Just 1939a), beyond describing marine animal eggs,
fertilization, and early embryo development (pages 1-339) as “visible expressions” of
ectoplasmic interactivities (1939a: 363), E. E. Just added theoretical deliberations (pages 340369). This addition is justified because descriptive cell surface biology “embodies principles
which concern the fundamental organization of any living thing” (Just 1939a: ix-x).
Concerning the structure and behavior of “any living thing,” E. E. Just says: “A living thing is
not only structure but structure in motion … a moving event … Life is exquisitely a timething like music …” and “any living thing” is more than the sum of its parts, more than “the
sum-total of the multitudinous chemical components in an agglomerate mass” and a “living
thing represents in its unit of structure and behavior the highest order of complexity in nature”
(Just 1939a: 2-3).
Concerning any living thing interacting with its environment, E. E. Just says that “cells alone
and as members of a unit-system exhibit different behaviors” (Just 1939a: 34), that “cells in
tissue-culture are no longer under the restraint imposed upon them when they stand in
coordination with and subordination to their normal environment” (Just 1939a: 86), and that
“an organism or cell has a dependent relation to its environment” (Just 1939a: 226).

Abiogenesis and Environment
According to E. E. Just, at whatever moment life first arose “out of non-living matter” (the
cause of which Just does not attempt to explain), it first arose in interactivity with the
environment. From the very first moment, life “must have been responsive to environmental
changes” (Just 1939a: 355). Furthermore: “Environmental changes must in the first instance
have brought about the combinations of compounds peculiar to living substance, and in the
second place must have conditioned its activity” (Just 1939a: 355). A living thing or organism,
says Just, “cannot be separated from its environment, they form together one inter-acting
system … we should not speak of the ‘fitness of the environment’ or the ‘fitness of the
organism’; rather, we should regard organism and environment as mutually adapted” (Just
1939a: 356-357). From the beginning, life and environment must co-operate.
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Co-operative Behavior
Concerning living thing and co-operative behavior in developmental biology, and in theory of
evolution, E. E. Just says:
“The living thing is part of the natural world … living thing and outside world constitute one
interdependent unity, as evolution teaches, as the development of an animal egg reveals”
(Just 1939a: 366).
“Life is not only a struggle against the surroundings from which life came; it is also a cooperation with them. The Kropotkin theory of mutual aid and co-operation may be a better
explanation of the cause of evolution than the prevailing popular conception of Darwin's idea
of the struggle for existence. The means of co-operation and adjustment is the ectoplasm. …”
(Just 1939a: 367)
Instead of conceiving that evolution is driven exclusively or mostly by competitive “struggle
against” others and against the surrounding environment (a popular conception of Darwin), in
Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (1902) Peter Kropotkin argued that, for evolution, “mutual
aid” or “co-operation” is essential. Then, to various zoological observations made by Darwin,
Kropotkin, and many others, E. E. Just added microscope observations of cellular cooperative behavior.
Adding microscope observations is important because, without such observations, “evidence
is insufficient to warrant the hypothesis that sociality parallels the course of evolution” (Just
and Just 1941: 240). By adding observations of co-operative behavior among cells, and
paralleling the evolution of human bodies from cells, the evolution of human ethical behavior
is “carried farther back than heretofore,” carried back to “the first link of the chain” (Just and
Just 1941: 248, 251), to cellular origins! In parallel with the evolution of human physiology,
human ethical behavior evolved from cellular origins. Accordingly, The Biology of the Cell
Surface (1939a) was followed by The Origin of Man’s Ethical Behavior (Unpublished 1941
book manuscript [published in 2020]) by Ernest Everett Just and Hedwig Schnetzler Just.
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Developmental Biology, Evolutionary Biology, and Evolutionary Bioethics,
including Environmental Bioethics
E. E. Just offered new observational data and original deliberations (reasonings) that
advanced cell and developmental biology, including embryo morphogenesis, ecological
developmental (eco-devo) biology, and developmental evolution. Furthermore, E. E. Just
advanced general theory of evolutionary biology including evolutionary ethics or evolutionary
bioethics and environmental bioethics.
Concerning animal development from an egg cell, E. E. Just wrote:
“Only in the egg and its development can we hope to trace to its source the pattern of
structure and to resolve into its motif the harmonious behavior which characterizes the manycelled animals”
(Just 1939a: 19).
Development from an egg cell into a many-celled adult requires “harmonious behavior” (Just
1939a: 19) among cells interacting with other cells and the environment. Similarly,
concerning the whole of Earthly evolution from a unicellular ancestor, Just wrote:
“The history of the multicellular organism as it develops from the egg, a single cell, to the
adult is very much like a synopsis of the history of the whole world of multicellular organisms,
this has most probably evolved from a single cell ancestor” (Just 1939a: 36).
“Among biologists exists the almost unanimous verdict that evolution took place. According
to the prevailing opinion, the world of living things was evolved from a unicellular organism”
(Just 1939a: 354).
In developmental biology, E. E. Just observed that co-operative behavior is essential to animal
development from a single cell, an egg cell.
In evolutionary biology, E. E. Just reasoned that co-operative behavior is essential to
evolution from a single cell ancestor. This unicellular ancestor, from which evolved “the
whole world of multicellular organisms” (Just 1939a: 36), is the original “Stammzell” (stem
cell) from which “all multicellular organisms evolved” (Haeckel, 1868, Haeckel, 1874;
Wilson 1896). In “On the Origin of the Term ‘Stem Cell’” (7 June 2007) Miguel RamalhoSantos and Holger Willenbring report that in 1868 German biologist Ernst Haeckel used the
term “Stammzell” to refer to our common unicellular ancestor; and in 1874 Haeckel used
“Stammzell” to refer to both unicellular ancestor and fertilized eggs.
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In evolutionary bioethics, and with no use of the phrase “evolutionary bioethics” (Potter 1984)
and no use of the word “bioethics” (Potter 1971), E. E. Just tied evolutionary biology to
evolutionary ethics by reference to evolution from a cell ancestor with cell surface mediated
co-operative interactions with its environment. In accordance with the “law of environmental
dependence” (Just and Just 1941: 5, 157-168, 174), necessarily, evolutionary bioethics must
also be environmental bioethics.
According to Ernest Everett Just and Hedwig Schnetzler Just, evolution “from a single cell
ancestor” (Just 1939a: 36) with cell surface mediated co-operative behavior and an inspiredspiritual “social instinct” (Just and Just 1941: 248-250) is essential to the “origin of man’s
corporeal being” and essential to the “origin of man’s ethical behavior” (Just and Just 1941: 6;
133). Both human physical structure and human ethical behavior evolved from the physical
structure and co-operative behavior (co-operative with environment) of a single cell ancestor.
Here then is “a richer account of evolution” (Cobb 2008; also 1988).

Evolutionary Astrobiology and Cosmology
This biological narrative—about the origin, development, and evolution of living structures
and behaviors, with biological evolution tied to “social evolution” (Denning 2009) and
“cultural evolution” in “cosmic context” (Dick and Lupisella 2009)—resembles astronomical
and cosmological narratives. According to evolutionary astrobiology and cosmology (Tyson
and Goldsmith 2004; Casuso and Backman 5 October 2019), we are inspired and evolved
stardust. The heavy elements, including carbon, evolved from previous generations of stars
(Hoyle 1947; Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, Hoyle [B2FH] October 1957) that evolved from a
finely tuned expanding universe (Hoyle 5 February 1949; Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 1981).
Similarly, connecting evolutionary egg cell biology to cosmology, E. E. Just wrote:
“The egg cell also is a universe. … The sundering of the egg into many parts, to be woven
again into a whole is no less wonderful than the breaking up of the primeval unit out of which
the sun and the stars, the earth and the moon were made …” (Just 1939a: 368).
Moreover, creation narratives from evolutionary biology and big bang cosmology, including
astrobiology and “cosmic biology” (Wickramasinghe 2015), also resemble mythological
creation narratives such as those described in “Creation from Chaos and from the Cosmic
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Egg” (chapter 3) in Alpha: The Myths of Creation (1963) by Charles H. Long, historian of
religions.

Contributions to Science
E. E. Just made significant contributions to the history of science (Manning 1983, 16 July
2009; Jenkins 3 April 2021), including relatively well-known contributions and relatively
unknown contributions.
Just’s relatively well-known contributions include contributions to egg cell fertilization
biology and developmental biology (Manning 1983; Byrnes 2009, 25 January 2010,
December 2013, 24 June 2015; Byrnes and Eckberg 1 August 2006; Byrnes and others 20
August 2009; Katelyn M. Williams and others 18 July 2013; Byrnes and Newman June 2014;
Mangal 2018; Byrnes 23 September 2019).
Just’s relatively un-known contributions include contributions to “general biology” (Just,
April 1940), evolutionary biology and evolutionary bioethics, including environmental
bioethics (Manning 1983; Walker, January 2020, February 2020, 29 April 2020).
Ernest Everett Just (1883-1941) was ahead of his time. He foresaw that “cell surface” studies
would be important for “applied biology” and treating medical problems (Just 1939a: 364;
Grinnell, August 1975). Other examples of E. E. Just being ahead of his time include the
following four clusters of pioneering ideas:
(1)

E. E. Just advanced the idea that “an organism or cell has a dependent relation to its

environment” (Just 1939a: 226) and generally, living things and environment are “mutually
adapted,” forming together “one inter-acting system” (Just 1939a: 356-357); and in
accordance with the “law of environmental dependence” (Just and Just 1941: 5, 157-168, 174),
life and environment must co-operate, co-create, and co-evolve. E. E. Just and H. S. Just
advanced these ideas 33 to 35 years before the Gaia hypothesis (Lovelock 1972, Lovelock and
Margulis 1974; also: Margulis 1981, 1993).
(2)

E. E. Just connected evolutionary biology to human ethical behavior (Just 1939a: 367)

and located ethics “within the field of biology” based on “theory of evolution” (Just and Just
1941: 3, 4, 9, 146). This 1939-1941 locating of ethics within biology came 30 to 32 years
before the first book on “bioethics” (Potter 1971), 34 to 36 years before the father of
sociobiology Edward O. Wilson prescribed “‘that the time has come for ethics to be removed
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temporarily from the hands of philosophers and biologicized’ (Wilson 1975: 27)” (Doris
Schroeder, IEP), and 43 to 45 years before the father of bioethics Van Rensselaer Potter called
for “evolutionary bioethics” (1984) with environmental emphasis.
*Today “bioethics” usually means human medical health care ethics. Originally, and literally,
however, “bioethics” was “biology” plus “ethics” equals “bio-ethics” or “bioethics.” And like
the first book with “bioethics” as title—Bioethics: Bridge to the Future (1971) by Van
Rensselaer Potter, and like Global Bioethics: Building on the Leopold Legacy (1988) by Van
Rensselaer Potter, and unlike post-1971 exclusively human medical health care “biomedicine”
(Brock 1984; Potter 1984), relations to the environment had been essential to the first article
with “bio-ethics” as title—“Bio-Ethics: A Review of the Ethical Relationships of Humans to
Animals and Plants” (1927) by Fritz Jahr (Sass, December 2007).
(3)

E. E. Just advanced the idea that co-operative behavior at the cellular level is essential

to the origin, development, and evolution of life (Just 1939a; Just and Just 1941). This
advance came 77 to 79 years before Scientific American reported the surprising [re-]
discovery that microbes were co-operative team players, as indicated in “Team Players: Long
thought mostly to compete with one another, microbes turn out to form partnerships that rule
the planet” (November 2018) by Jeffrey Marlow and Rogier Braakman. Here, in November
2018, we see science starting to catch up to ideas advanced by Just during the 1930s.
(4)

E. E. Just’s 1939 idea—that “life” is “a moving event,” “a time-thing like music” (Just

1939a: 2-3, 9), “the harmonious organization of events, the resultant of a communion of
structures and reactions” (Just 1939a: 7)—is fully resonant with the contemporary idea that
“Every aspect of animal life—from morphology to physiology and behavior—requires the
cooperation of thousands to billions of cells” and “cellular choreography” (Brunet and King
23 October 2017: Introduction; Brunet and King 5 November 2020 [also King, September
2004; Shah, Dey, and Dudin 5 January 2021; Aktipis 2020]) and that cells “coexist by
cooperating” (Aktipis, January 2021).
These examples indicate that E. E. Just was so far ahead of his time that his work can help
advance the contemporary search for general theories and fundamental principles of
evolutionary biology and evolutionary bioethics, including environmental bioethics, and even
astrobiology and cosmic biology. Also, the still newly developing search for “fundamental
principles underlying stem cell behavior” (Lin 19 May 2020), including iPSC behavior, can
be helped by correctly appreciating co-operative behavior in the origin, development, and
evolution of life (stem cell behavior: Bains 2005; McCulloch and Till 1 October 2005; iPSC
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behavior: Kazutoshi and Yamanaka 25 August 2006; Yamanaka 14 June 2012;
parthenogenesis: Just 1937).
It may be that in The Biology of the Cell Surface (1939a) Ernest Everett Just overestimated
shell influences relative to core and whole unit influences, at times almost implying
ectoplasmic “totipotence” (Burr, March 1939: 405). Nevertheless, E. E. Just correctly
estimated both the developmental potence and the evolutionary potence of the whole living
cell interacting co-operatively with its life-inspiring environment.
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